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	iOS Development with Xamarin Cookbook - More than 100 Recipes, Solutions, and Strategies for Simpler iOS Development, 9781849698924 (1849698929), Packt Publishing, 2014

	Key Features

	
		Explore the new features of Xamarin and learn how to use them
	
		Step-by-step recipes give you everything you need to get developing with Xamarin
	
		Full of useful tips and best practices on creating iOS applications



	Book Description


	This book will provide you with the necessary knowledge and skills to be part of the mobile development era, using C#. Covering a wide range of recipes such as creating a simple application and using device features effectively, it will be your companion to the complete application development cycle.


	Starting from installing the necessary tools, you will be guided step-by-step on everything you need to develop an application ready to be deployed. You will learn the best practices for interacting with the device hardware, such as the GPS, compass, and the accelerometer. Furthermore, you will be able to manage multimedia resources such as photos and videos captured with the device camera, and much more!


	What you will learn

	
		Install and use Xamarin.iOS with Xamarin Studio
	
		Design an application's User Interface with Xcode
	
		Explore the key concepts and effective usage instructions of iOS UI elements
	
		Capture and manage multimedia resources using the device's camera and microphone
	
		Use the accelerometer to capture and respond to device motion
	
		Create location-aware applications using the built-in GPS, compass, and mapping features
	
		Effectively use multitasking features to provide a user-friendly experience
	
		Discover and explore new iOS 7 features



	About the Author


	Dimitris Tavlikos is a freelance software developer living in Greece. With over 10 years of professional experience as a programmer, he specializes in mobile development with clients all over the world. Dimitris has a passion for programming, and has recently been awarded the Xamarin MVP designation for his work.
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Unity for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2014

	Unity for Absolute Beginners walks you through the fundamentals of creating a small third-person shooter game with Unity. Using the free version of Unity to begin your game development career, you'll learn how to import, evaluate and manage your game resources to create awesome third-person shooters. This book assumes that you...


		

BecomingMetropolis Ink, 2008
Do you remember your radio and "Captain Midnight," "The Lone Ranger," "Junior Miss" and "Let's Pretend"?    The first time you inhaled a cigarette? Your first swallow of hard liquor? The thrill of the first exploration of the body of your boyfriend, girlfriend, husband, wife... your own body? Your first...

		

Microwave Circuit Modeling Using Electromagnetic Field SimulationArtech House Publishers, 2003
This unique 'how to' book is an ideal introduction to electromagnetic field-solvers. It provides you with helpful advice on selecting the right tools for your RF and high-speed digital circuit design work. The focus is on the strengths and weaknesses of the major commercial software packages. Featuring full-color illustrations, this practical...




	

Project Management with the IBM(R) Rational Unified Process(R): Lessons From The TrenchesIBM Press, 2006
The Hands-On, Start-to-Finish Guide to Managing Software Projects with the IBM® Rational Unified Process® 
 

This is the definitive guide to managing software development projects with the IBM Rational Unified Process (RUP®). Drawing on his...


		

Introduction to Reticular Chemistry: Metal-Organic Frameworks and Covalent Organic FrameworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	A concise introduction to the chemistry and design principles behind important metal-organic frameworks and related porous materials

	

	Reticular chemistry has been applied to synthesize new classes of porous materials that are successfully used for myraid applications in areas such as gas separation, catalysis, energy, and...


		

Cognition and Multi-Agent Interaction: From Cognitive Modeling to Social SimulationCambridge University Press, 2005
This book explores the intersection between cognitive sciences and social sciences. In particular, it explores the intersection between individual cognitive modeling and modeling of multi-agent interaction (social stimulation). The two contributing fields--individual cognitive modeling (especially cognitive architectures) and modeling of...
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